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Abstract.

Simultaneousmeasurementsof electron density and ELF electric field

by the AUREOL-3 satellitehaveallowedCerisieret al. [1985]to point out the
existenceof large-scaledensity irregularitiesin the high-latitude topside F region
and to establishthe role of the gradient drift instability in the plasma structuring.
High-resolutionspectra of the density and field fluctuationsshow the presenceof
low-frequencypeaks linked by relationshipssuchthat fm q- fn = fm+n. Bispectral
analysespoint out nonlinear interactions between waves at 7.8 and 15.6 Hz and
density irregularities at 5.85 Hz. The consistencyof the results with regard to
instability models is discussed.The existenceof an interaction processinvolving
Schumannresonancesis suggested.
1.

Introduction

Large-scale
(tensof kilometers)densityirregularities
are currently observedin the high-latitude F region of

the ionosphere
and above[Vickreyet al., 1980; Muldrew and Vickrey, 1982; Rino et al., 1983; B•ghin et
al., 1985; Weber et al., 1984, 1985, 1986; Kersley et

by a single spectral index, two power law segments,
having different indices,may be requiredto obtain a

correctfit. Villain et al. [1986]foundthat 25% of
AUREOL-3 irregularityspectraare better fitted by twocomponent spectra. Proposed interpretations were

discussed
by Tsunoda[1988].To studythat point,high-

al., 1988;Basu et al., 1988,1990].It hasalreadybeen resolutionspectral analyseshave been performedby
shownthat they are the seat of gradient drift instabili- Zhaoet al. [1997]onAUREOL-3dataalreadyanalyzed
of
ties[Linsonand Workman,1970;Muldrewand Vickrey, by Cerisieret al. [1985].They showthe existence
well-defined
frequency
peaks
at
the
smallest
frequencies
1982; Cerisier et al., 1985; Basu et al., 1990]. The
object of the present paper is to point out non- both on the irregularitiesand on the field spectra. As
linear interactions associated with these plasma frequencyrelationshipsof the type fm+ f• = fm+•
are pointed out, it seemsreasonableto look for the
inhomogeneities.
Simultaneousdensity and electric field fluctuations,
recordedon board the AUREOL-3 satellite in the highlatitude F region, have been analyzedby Cerisier et al.

existence of nonlinear

interactions.

Now, the power spectraare second-order
statistics.
Frequencyrelationships
derivedfromthemmaybe pure
One way to checkthe physicalmeaningof
[1985]. One of the main resultswas that instabilities coincidences.
relationships
of
the type fm+ f,= fro+,is to estimate
are developed on the positive gradients of large-scale
third-order
statistics,
i.e., bispectra and bicoherency
densityirregularitiesconvectedby the DC electricfield.
[KimandPowers,
1979;Lagoutte
et al.,1989].
As the samespectralindiceswere found for the density functions
and electric field fluctuations, the authors concluded Althoughnonzerovaluesonlypoint out phaserelation-

ships(or phasecoupling)they may be interpretedas
a signatureof a three-wavenonlinearinteraction.Applicationsto spaceplasmashavebeenpublishedby Lee
longestwavelengths
(at leastin the zerophasevelocity andKuo [1981],RigginandKelley[1982],Tanakaet
and
approximation).If mostof them can be approximated al. [1987],Lagoutteet al. [1989],Trakhtengerts
Hayakawa[1993],Dudokde Wit andKrasnosel'skikh
[1995]andRezeauet al. [19971.
that the instabilities were of the gradient drift type.
However, irregularity and field spectra often present
oscillations at the smallest frequencies, i.e., at the

It is the aim of the presentpaper to revisit Aureol-3

•NowatSwedish
Institute
of SpacePhysics,
Uppsala.
2Onleavefrom Department
of Space
Physics,WuhanUniversity, densityand electricfield fluctuationsalreadyanalyzed
China.

by Getisletet al. [1985],in orderto (1) determine
the
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frequencypeaksin the power spectrawith the maximum possibleaccuracy,(2) showthe powervariations
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when the satellite crossesthe density inhomogeneities,
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and (3) identify any eventualnonlinearprocessof
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Figure 1. Aureol-3data to be analyzed(seetext)' left the first time interval(or selection1),
and right the second(selection2).

energy transfer between the fluctuations

and

the

measurementsof two electric and three magneticwave

frequencies
(or wavelengths).

field components
in the ELF frequencyrange(1-1500
Hz) were transmittedto the ground. Accordingto
the characteristics
of the filters,the corresponding
time
2. Data
serieswere also sampledat 5 kHz. In what follows,
The data studiedby Cerisieret al. [1985]havebeen we shall mainly considerthe En electriccomponent
obtainedby the low-altitude (400-2000kin) Aureol-3 that staysapproximatelyperpendicularto the Earth's
satellite launched into a nearly polar orbit on September 21, 1981. The satellite was three axis stabilized.
Low-energy electrons and ions were measured by the

magnetic field direction.

Detailedanalysesof N•(t) and En(t) fluctuations
have been performed over time intervalswhere medium

SPECTRO experiment[Bosquedet al., 1982]. The scale irregularities in electron density are identielectron density was measured by the high-resolution fied. Here, the presentationwill focus on TBF and

Interferometer Self-OscillatingProbe (ISOPROBE) ISOPROBEdatafor whichCerisieret al. [1985]have
mutualimpedance
sounder[B•ghinet al., 1982].In the made a spectralanalysis. They wererecordedon March
mode of operation used at the time of the recording, 16, 1982, duringa crossing
of a diffuseauroraregion
the electrondensityvalue(N•) wasestimatedevery0.2 (precipitatedelectronsare seenon SPECTRO between
ms. The wave field measurementswere performed by •0447:30 and •0451:00 UT). At the time of the analthe Tr•s BassesFr•quences(TBF) experiment[Berthe- ysis, the satellite was approximatelyat 650 km altiller et al., 1982]. Waveformsassociatedwith the tude. The invariantlaQtudewas• 70ø (L•8.8) and
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Assumingn(t) to be stationary over the time of
8 s of data that can be analyzed. For technical rea- observation,
the x(t) autopowerspectrumcanbe writsons,they have been split into two 4-s time intervals. ten
Fromhereinafter,they will be referredasselection1 and
$x(f) - E[X*(f)X(f)]
(3)

the MagneticLocal Time (MLT) was0744. There are

selection

2.

The top panelsof Figure1 represent
the Ne(t) time with X(/) the Fourier transformof x(t), X*(f) its
complex conjugate, and E[ ] the mathematical
series.The electrondensityfluctuations5N,(t)/N,(t)
are obtained here by applying a wavelet decomposi- expectation.
tion at level 8 based on the Daubechies

5 wavelet

Then, assumingd(t) and n(t) uncorrelated,
we get

[Daubechies,
1992]. This allowsto removediscontinuitieswe get whensubtractingmeanvaluesasof Cerisier

S'x(f) -- S'a(f)q- S'•(f)

(4)

et el. [1985]but the resultsare basicallythe same.
If we denoteby Neø(t)the level8 approximation
ob- with D(f) and N(f) the Fouriertransformof d(t)
D*(f) and N*(f) their comtainedafterwaveletfilteringoftheNe(t) timeseries(see and n(t) respectively,
plex
conjugate
and
$d(f)
= D(f)D*(f) and $,•(f) =
secondpanelsof Figure 1), the expression
of the elecE[N(f)N*(f)].
The
stationarity
conditiona prioriretron density fluctuationsis given by
quiredon x(t) is nowonlyneededon n(t).
Estimationsof the autopowerspectraof En(t) and
- 2(t)
=
(1) 5N,(t)/N,(t) are performedusingthe Welch[1967]
periodogrammethod over the full 4-s time intervals

To be consistentwith the wavedata (seebelow),they (13 FFT are used,thereis a 50%overlapping).The
are passedthrough a 200-Hz low-passfilter. The low- frequencyresolutionis 4- 0.97 Hz. The results are

frequency
partsof the 5Ne(t)/Ne (t) timeseriesaregiven displayed in Figure 2.
Let first considerthe autopowerspectraof En (Figin the third panels of Figure 1.
ure
2, top plots). Comparingthe two analyses,
oneobThe original waveformof the electric field composerves
a
well-defined
peak
at
7.8
Hz,
more
or
less
stable
nent is not representedhere. A hiss emission,with
peaks
around
15.6
Hz,
21
to
24
Hz,
and
31.2
Hz,
then
a low cutoff frequency around 300 Hz, masks the
a
time-dependent
peak
(11.7
Hz).
For
the
main
peak,
phenomenonwe are interestedin. It is removedby
filtering the En(t) time seriesbelow 200 Hz. The the frequencyresolutionmay be improvedby integratfinal time series are displayed in the bottom panels ing overthe two time series.One obtains7.8 4- 0.4 Hz.
of Figure 1. Strong amplitude variations are seen As far as the approximatelystablesecondarypeaksare
both in En(t) and in 5N•(t)/N•(t) duringthe time in- concerned,the absoluteuncertaintyon the frequencies
tervals:

0449:04.161-0449:04.961

UT and 0449:08.040-

0449:08.840 UT. In order to extract physical information from these strong inhomogeneities,spectral
analysishas been performed.

of the peaks is 2 Hz.
Similar phenomena are observed on the autopower

spectraof 5Ne/N, (Figure2, bottomplots). The peaks

at 5.85, 13.65, and 17.55 Hz are approximately stable.
The peak at 21.45 Hz is time dependent. Except at
11.7 Hz, peaks in the electric field are associatedwith
3. Spectral Analysis
peaks in the density fluctuations, which is consistent
The estimation of the autopowerspectrumof a time with the properties of a wave in a plasma as derived
seriesrequiresthe stationaritycondition,that is to say from the Maxwell's equations. Uncertainties in the
the conservation
of its momentsthroughtime (at least frequency values may be due to the generation pro-

overthe time of observation).In our case,the tempo- cessor/and to the propagationfrom the sourceto the
ral evolution of the moments reveals a clear departure

observationpoint. We will return on this subject later

fromstationarity
(seeFigure2 of Zhaoet el. [1997]). on.
An important point in the analysis is to deterNevertheless,discrete events, or transients, seem to
mine
whether the frequency peaks seen on the En
be superimposed
on randomfluctuations. Following
power
spectra may be associatedwith electrostatic or
Hinich[1990]and Pfiuget el. [1995],we will assume
electromagnetic
emissions. In order to answer that
that a transientsignalhasthe characteristics
of a deterquestion
autopower
spectra of the secondelectric comministicsignal.Furthermore,for the sakeof simplicity,
ponent (nearly parallel to the directionof the Earth's
we will considerthe noiseto be normally distributed.
Let x(t) bethetimeseries
associated
withoneof the magnetic field) and of the three magnetic compofluctuations.Accordingto our model,it can be written nentshavebeencomputed(but not displayed).As a
result, peaks comparable to the ones of Figure 2 are
x(t) - a(t) +
(2) observedon the electric power spectrum but not on the
three magnetic. Now, this does not imply that all the
whered(t) and n(t) labelthe transientsignaland the modesare electrostatic. The sensitivityof the magnetic
noise.

sensors
varyingas l/f, it is very likelythat electromeg-
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Figure 2. Powerspectra:of the En electricfieldcomponent
(top part of the two panels)and of
the fluctuationsin electronicdensity(bottompart of the two panels)for the two time intervals
of Figure 1.

Now, a careful examination of Figure 2 showsthat
cies. This is easilychecked:(1) assumingcoldplasma frequencyrelationshipssuchthat f m + f • -- f m+• exist

netic modes cannot be detected at the lowest frequen-

magneticmodesin a uniformmedium,(2) derivingthe betweenthe En(t) and 5N•(t)/N•(t) peaks. They are
values of the refractive index n from the AppletonHattree formula in the case of a parallel propagation

summarized

[Stix,1992],then (3) estimatingthe expectedmagnetic
field power from the relation n - cB/Eñ with Eñ

For both

the measuredelectric componentperpendicularto the

Earth'smagneticfieldB0 (i.e.,-• En). Takingf = 8 Hz,
fee= 1.1MHz and fpe- 2.8 MHz, oneobtainsn • 400
for the slow Alfven mode as well as for the fast Allyen

below.

selections

+
(5)
7.8Hz+5.85Hz

-

13.65Hz

-

21.45Hz

mode. Having measuredvaluesof En of the order of and for selection 2 only

• 12pV/m/Hzz/•, onecouldexpect-• 15mf/Hz 1/2

on B. Knowingthat the sensitivityof the magneticsen-

En(t) + 5N•(t)/N•(t)

sorsis of the orderof 50 mf/Hz 1/2 [BerthelJer
et al.,
1982],oneconcludes
that at 8 Hz, peakson the electric

(6)
15.6Hz+5.85Hz

power spectra cannot be seen on the magnetic ones.
The temporal evolutionof the electricfield and the
The hypothesisof an electromagnetic
mode cannotbe
densityirregularitiespowerspectraat the frequencies
rejected at the lowest frequencies.
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givenin (5) and (6) is displayedin Figure3. The time
variation of the plasma frequency is recalled in Fig-

The point is to knowif the frequencyrelationships
of (5) and (6) are purecoincidences
or if they are the

ure 3c. The time step is 1282 samples(0.25 s). At

result of nonlinear interactions.

every time step, the power level of a given frequency
is obtained from the calculation of an FFT performed

over2564samples(0.5 s). Finally,it turnsout that the
powerof the 7.8-Hzpeakon En (Figure3a) varieswith

4. Bispectral Analysis
In order to test the presenceof three-wave non-

linear interactions,bispectralanalysesare performed.
of the two first harmonics(15.6 and 23.4 Hz) have By pointing out phase relationshipsbetweenFourier
their maximum values in the regionsof positive density transforms
at frequencies
suchthat fm+ fn = fm+n,
the large-scale density structures, whereas the power

gradients. The fact that there is a time delay between potential energytransfersmay be identified betweenfrethe power of the 7.8-Hz componentin the field and the quenciesor wavelengths.
density is consistent with a propagation effect. With
The frequencyrelationships
of (5) and (6) clearly
regardsto the peaks in the irregularity power spectra suggestto perform a cross-bispectralanalysisbetween

(Figure 3b), they are all localizedinsidethe density En(t) and5Ne(t)/Ne(t). Additionalreasons
to makea
cross-analysis
are first, that the noisesfrom the equip-

gradients.
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to an interaction
mentsare uncorrelated,and second,that this is the only upper rectangle: one corresponding
way to involvethe frequenciesconveyingthe maximum betweenthe 5.85 Hz on 5N,/Ne and the 7.8 Hz on En;

energyboth in En(t) and in 5Ne(t)/Ne(t). Resultsof and the other betweenthe same5.85 Hz on 5N,/N,
and the 15.6 Hz of En. These resultscorrespondto the

autobispectralanalyseswill be examinedlater on.

Let x(t) and y(t) be the time seriesassociated
with expectedfrequencyrelationsmentionedin (5) and
En(t) and5Ne(t)/N,(t) respectively,
andX andY their (6). In the lower triangle, a phaserelationshipis
Fouriertransforms.The cross-bispectrum
of x(t) and detected between the conjugate of the Fourier component 5.85 Hz of 5N,/N, and the 15.6 Hz En frequency
y(t) may be written

(fm,

=

(7)

component according to the relation:

E(t) -

It is equal to zero except for fm+ f• = fm+•.
The stationarity constraint is the same as, if not
stronger than, that for the power spectral analysis.

Assumingthe modelof (2) holds,we canwrite
t(fm,

(9)
15.6Hz-5.85Hz

=

9.75Hz

This could be surprising since the 9.75 Hz does not

showup onthe 5Ne/N, powerspectrum(selection
2) of

+

Figure 2. However, assumingthe model of section2
is valid, one may estimate a power spectrum,from a
singleFFT, in the supposedregionof interactions.This
with X and Y relatedto x(t) and y(t) as definedfor has been done, within a densitygradient,i.e., over a
time interval where strong transients phenomenaare
(7).
detected. The result is displayedin Figure 4. It shows
As a definition, a nonzero value of B(fm, f,)
identifies the presence of a nonlinear phenomenon fourwell-defined
peaksat frequencies:
5.85,9.75, 13.65,
involving fm, f,, and fm+,. However, to interpret and 21.45 Hz, i.e., at the frequenciesinvolved in the

+

(8)

the results of a bispectral analysisone is lead either to

quadraticrelations(5), (6), and (9). Curiously,the

look for relative

17.55-Hz peak observedin Figure 2 has disappeared.

maxima

or to estimate

a normalised

functionb2(fm,f,) namedthe bicoherency
function. It is likely that the energytransfersare time depenThe

normalization

factor

used here involves

values of

the power spectra at fro, f,, and fm+,.
The bicoherencyfunction varies between 0 and 1. It measures
the degree of phase coupling. Now, consideringthat
a phase coupling is accompaniedby an energy transfer
when the coupledfrequenciesconveya sufficientamount
of energy only, one is used to estimate the bispectrum
first, then to selectthe valuesof the peaks for which the
bicoherencyfunction get valuesabovea given threshold.

dent. It may be interestingto notethat the bicoherency
function,estimatedoverselection2, hasthe samepeaks
as on the bispectrum;with maximum valuesgreater
than 0.6. This meansthat, independentlyof the values
of the powerspectra,there is a strongphasecoupling
between the frequenciesinvolved.

The crossbispectrumof selectionI is displayedin
Plate l a. The maximum of the crossbispectrumis

foundfora XYY* combination
witha timedelay(En(t)
By assumingstationarity for nx(t) and n¾(t), in advanceof 0.28 s on 5N•(t)/N•(t)). A singlepeak

one may estimate the averaged bispectrum over each emerges. It correspondsto a quadratic interaction
selection. The estimation is performed using 13 FFTs, betweenthe 7.8-Hz peak in En and the 5.85-Hz peak
each calculated over 2564 samples, i.e., 0.5 s. In so in 5N,(t)/Ne(t). The corresponding
bicoherency
peak

doing, the overlapping is 50% and the frequency
resolution

is 0.6.

Let return to the time delays used for selections1

is q- 0.97 Hz.

We selectthe time delaysbetweenx(t) and y(t) for and 2. They are not surprising. Three non-exclusive
which the cross bispectra are maximum. The nonzero explanationsmay be suggested. First, the phase
parts of the cross bispectra are displayed in Plate 1. relationshipswe are lookingfor may be modifiedby
The frequency domain is the one defined by Nikias and frequencyshifts A fi associatedwith a strong turbulence or/and a Doppler effect. In such a case, a
Petropulu[1993]for crossbispectra.
Let us first examine the cross bispectrum of time delay is used as a correctingfactor. Second,the
selection2 (Plate lb).
The maximum value is observationmay be taken out of the interactionregion.
obtained for a XYY*

combination with a time delay

In that case,differencesin the propagationcharacteris-

(En(t) in advanceof 0.36 s on 5N•(t)/N•(t). We will ticsof the two fluctuationsgeneratea time delay. Third,
the energy transfer may be time dependent. As an
example,a mode may need to reachsufficientamplifrequencydomain(a rectangle)represents
the measure tude before emptying its energyinto one or two other
of the phase relationshipsbetween Fourier components modes. Now, with the few data we cannotgo further
such that fm+ f• = fro+n, where fm> 0 and f• > 0. on.
In order to try to point out the origin of
The lower triangle coversthe domain fm> 0, f• < 0,
and fm> 2Ifil- Two peaksare clearlyvisiblein the the nonlinearities,autobispectralanalyseshave been
propose an interpretation of this value after having
examined the results on selection 1. The top part of the
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Figure 4. Powerspectrumof •-Ne/-Nefor the second
timeinterval(selection
2), withina density
enhancement.

performed.Clear resultsare obtainedwhenselecting in the two bottom panels. The time step is 1282
(i.e., filtering)the autobispectra
valuesfor whichthe samples(0.25 s). At everytime step,the bispectrum
is
bicoherencyis greater than the threshold0.6. This is
the case for the density fluctuations but not for the

estimated
usingoneFFT performed
over2564samples

(0.5 s). It clearlyappears,first, that the nonlinearities
electricfield fluctuations(wherethe maximumof the are concentratedwithin positivedensitygradients,and
bicoherency
functionis below 0.5). The filteredbi- second,that the coupling between 7.8 and 5.85 Hz is
spectraof 5Ne(t)/N•(t) are displayed
in Plate 2. They often the strongest.

presentthe samepeaksasin Plate I (top rectangles).
Curiously,they involvefrequencies
that are seenon the

5.

Discussion

En autopowerspectra(7.8 and 15.6 Hz) but not on
the5N•(t)/N• (t) autopower
spectra.Thissuggests
that
Spectralanalysisperformedby Cerisieret al. [1985],
thereis a crossnonlinearinteractionfirst, then that the on electric and density fluctuations observedin the F
phaserelationships
are duplicated(via Maxwell'sequa- regionof the ionosphereby the Aureol-3satellite,have
tions) to the densityfluctuationsand, with a weaker been remadewith a higher-frequencyresolution.They
efficiency,to the electric field.
have been completedby estimationsof bispectraand
In parallel to Figure 3, the temporal evolution of bicoherencyfunctions. The resultsof the new analysis
Lhecross-bispectrummaximum value and of the cross- can be summarized as follows.
The power spectra of the electric field components
bispectra
valueobtainedfor the frequency
couple(7.8,
5.85 Hz) is displayedin Figure 5. The filtered elec- present several frequency peaks. Three are relatively
tric field En and the plasma frequencyare recalled well defined: the first at 7.8 Hz, a secondaround 15.6
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Temporal evolutionof cross-bispectrum values
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Figure 5. (a) Time variationover the full time interval(selectionI + selection2) of the
maximum value of the autobispectraand of the value of the auto bispectra at fm - 7.SHz and

f. -- 5.85Hz; (b) the electricfield fluctuationand (c) the plasmadensityoverthe sametime
interval.

Values above 0.6 of the cross bicoherency functions
Hz, and a third between20 and 24 Hz. Time-dependent
peaksmay alsobe seen.Accordingto the powerof the show that phase relationships exist between the denelectricfield, the expectedvalueof the refractiveindexes sity and electric field fluctuations for these two sets of
and the sensitivity of the magnetic sensors,it is impos- coupled frequencies. According to the values of the
sible to decide whether

the emissions associated with

the lowest-frequencypeaks are electrostaticor electromagnetic.
The power spectra of the density fluctuationshave
three relatively stable frequency peaks: one at 5.85
Hz, the secondat 13.65, and the third at 17.55 Hz.
Time-dependentpeaks are seenat 9.75 and 21.45 Hz.

Onenotesthat the 13.65-Hzfrequency
in 5N•(t)/N•(t)
may be obtained by adding the 5.85-Hz frequency in

crossbispectra at the same frequencies,one may consider that some energy is transferred between the fre-

quencies(or wavelengths)
and the fluctuations.Values
above0.6 of the 5N•(t)/N•(t) autobicoherency
function, for the same sets of frequencies,suggestthat the

crossinteractionbetweenfrequencies
is duplicated(via
Maxwell'sequations)on the densityfluctuations.The
same phenomenonis lessclear on the field fluctuations.

Thesefeaturesraiseat leastfour questions:(1) what

5N•(t)/N•(t) to the 7.8-Hzin En(t). In the sameway,
the 21.45-Hz frequencyin 5N•(t)/N•(t) may be obtainedby addingthe 5.85-Hzfrequency
in 5N•(t)/N•(t)
to the 15.6-Hz in En(t). For the sakeof simplicity,

is the origin of the peaks at 7.8 and 15.6 Hz on the

relationships involving negative frequencies are not

the frequenciesand the fluctuations? and (4) what

discussed here.

is the importance of that phenomenon in the plasma

electricfluctuations?(2) what is the originof the peak
at 5.85 Hz in the densityfluctuations?(3) what is the
mechanismresponsiblefor the energytransfersbetween
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structuringof the ionosphere?Accordingto the data that the instability was of the gradient drift type.
we have in hand, we can only suggestanswersfor the Although this instability assumesa background
two first questionsand give indicationsof researchfor electricfieldparallelto the densitygradient[Kintner
the third. Answersto questionfour are left for future

and$eyler,1995],whichis notobvious
at theAureol-3

altitude,this conclusion
wasnot contested
by authors
1988]or on
Let considerthe first question. Although ULF waves who workedon the samedata [Tsunoda,

work.

data[Basuet al., 1990].Nevertheless,
Basu
observed on satellites may be of instrumental origin comparable
evidences
showing
that considwe have no reason to suspect a similar effect for the et al. [1990]presented
7.8 and 15.6-Hz peaks on the electric fluctuations. erationon the spectralshapewerenot enoughfor an
determinationof an instability type.
Reports on ULF wavesof instrumentalorigin usually unambiguous
refer to a rectification of a powerfulsignalproducedby They showedthat the magnitudeAE of the electric

a Langmuirwaveor an upperhybridresonance
[see,
e.g., $tasiewiczet al., 1974]. However,no waveemissionsare seenon the HF ISOPROBEantennas[Bigbin
et al., 1982]at the time of the observation.Now, the

fieldperturbation
that is associated
with5Ne(t)/Ne(t)
couldgivea supplementary
constraint.However,it is
difficultto knowif the relation they got, from statistical

studiesof twotypesof instability,canbe appliedto the

absence of HF emissions also rules out any possible Aureol-3 data. If it is the case,it is likely that the insta-

natural parametric instability driven by a Langmuir bilitywearelookingforisnotof thegradientdrift type.
wave or an upper hybrid resonanceas described,e.g., Now, testing an instability model on real data being a

by Tripathiand$harma[1988].Obviously,
the 7.8 and very delicate task let assumethat the instability we are
15.6 Hz may be producedlocally as electrostaticemissions. However, any geophysicistobservinga 7.8-Hz
frequencyin the ionosphereis tempted to associate
it with an electromagneticemissionassociatedwith

studying is the gradient drift. In that case,according

tions are made.

1984; Mima and Nishikawa,1984]. However,in the
twocases(parametricinstabilityor modecoupling)the

to Kintnerand$eyler[1985]the instabilitycouldevolve

towards a three or four wave nonlinear process,which
could explain the results of our bispectral analyses.
Other instabilities may produce three or four wave
Schumannresonances
[Sentman,1995]. It has been
interactions.
They can be superposedto an instability
known for long that electromagneticwavesgenerated
of
the
gradient
drift type. A full review is beyond the
during atmospheric storms are trapped within the
scope
of
the
paper.
However, the analysesbeing made
Earth/ionosphere
waveguideand resonateat -W.8 Hz
in
an
inhomogeneous
medium one cannot rule out the
and its sphericalharmonics. A priori, there is no way
triggering
of
drift
waves,
i.e., of unstablemagnetoionic
to transmit a significantamountof waveenergydensity
modes
[Mikhailovsky,
1983;
Stix andSwanson,
1983]by
at the Aureol-3 altitude. However propagation modthe
wave
at
7.8
Hz.
It
is
likely
in
that
case
that
the unels taking into accountthe existenceof strongdensity
stable
modes
are
electrostatic.
However,
the
triggering
gradientshave not been investigatedso far. Even if it
is weak, the probability of observingSchumannreso- wave may be electrostatic or electromagnetic.
As a matter of fact, the phase coupling pointed
nancesin the upper F region of the ionosphereis nonout
on the cross-bispectraand bicoherencyfunctions
null. One is faced with similar problems to interpret
between
waves at 7.8 and 15.6 Hz in one hand, and
the observationsof fractional-hopwhistlerscomingfrom
density
fluctuations
at 5.85 Hz in the other hand sugthe Earth surfaceand reachingAureol-3 in a frequency
gest
the
existence
of
a parametric instability or of a
rangegoingfrom a few hertz to 500 Hz. Althoughthe
coupling
between
two
modes[Chen, 1974; Oraevsky,
classicalray tracingsdo not predict them, the observa-

As far as the density fluctuations are concerned,it
seemsreasonable to consider that, as for the frequency

peaks in the electric field fluctuations, the 5.85-Hz
frequencyis of a natural origin. The simplesthypothesisis that it is producedby crossingsof -•1 km density structures. However,there is no way to checkthat
hypothesis.
Now, whatever the nature of the wave emissionsat

difficulty is to find the driver. Examples of nonlinear
interactions driven by natural resonancessuchas Langmuir wave, upper hybrid wave and lower hybrid wave,
and attributed to a parametric instability can be found

in the literature[Leeand Kuo, 1981;Rigginand Kelley, 1982; Tripathi and $harma, 1988; $tasiewiczet al.,

1996]. Other examplesinvolvingVLF transmittersignals
havebeenpublished[Tanakaet al., 1987;Lagoutte
7.8 and 15.6Hz (electrostatic
or electromagnetic)
and
et
al.,
1989; Trakhtengerts
and Hayakawa,1993]. One
the origin of the density structure at 5.85 Hz, both
of
them
has
been
interpreted
by $otnikovet al. [1991]
observations are the result or the signature of
as
a
coupling
between
a
VLF
transmitter signal and a
instabilityprocess(es).
Assumingan electrostatic
wave
natural
emission.
However,
in
the
casewe are interested
fieldand considering
(1) the conditions
of observation
of
in,
where
the
wave
frequencies
are
well below any natuthe field fluctuationson Aureol-3(stabilityof oneside
ral
resonance
and
where
there
is
apparently
no powerful
of field-alignedplasmadensityenhancements
and instasource
of
energy
transmitted
from
the
ground,
it does
bility of the otherside)and (2) the verysimilarvalues
not seem possibleto invoke such types of instability.
Now, examining the power spectra of the Lagoutte
[1985]claimed

they obtainedfor the spectralindicesof the densityand

electricfluctuations,Cerisier et al.
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et al. [1989]Aureol-3data on nonlinearinteraction Bosqued, J. M., H. Barthe, J. Coutelier, J. Crasnier, J.
triggeredby a VLF transmittersignal,one observes Cuvilo, J. L. Medale, H. Reme, J. A. Sauvaud,and R. A.
that the wave which is supposedto trigger the inter-

action(i.e., the transmitted
emission)
is not the one

Kovrazkine, The low-energy electron and ion spectrometer on the AUREOL 3 satellite: The SPECTRO experi-

ment, Ann. Geophys.,38(5), 567, 1982.

whosethe waveenergydensityis maximum.This sug- Cerisier, J. C., J. J. Berthelier, and C. B•ghin, Unstable

geststhat the quantityto take into accountin such

density gradients in the high-latitude ionosphere,Radio

Sci., 20, 755, 1985.
Chen, F. F., Introduction to plasma physics, Plenum, New
pointbut the flux of energyconveyed
withinthe interYork, 1974.
actionregion.Then, the sizeof the interactionregion Daubechies,I., Ten lectureson wavelets,CBNS-NSF Reand the groupvelocityof the wavewithin that region gional ConferenceSeriesin Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia, 1992.
areprobablymoreimportantparametersthan the wave
energydensityat the observationpoint. It turns out Dudok de Wit, T., and V. V. Krasnosel'skikh, Wavelet bicoherence analysis of strong plasma turbulence at the
that even if it is observedwith a weak energy density,
Earth's quasi-parallelbowshock,Phys. Plasma, 2, 262,

interaction is not the wave energy density at a given

the upgoingpropagatingpart of Schumannresonances 273, 1995.
maytriggera parametricinstabilityor a modecoupling Hinich, M. J., Detecting a transient signal by bispectral
analysis, IEEE Trans. A coust. SpeechSignal Processing,
involvinga densityfluctuationat •5.85 Hz. In both
38, 1277, 1990.
cases,the wavereachingthe interactionregionhasobKersley,
L., F. E. Pryse, and N. S. Wheadon, Small-scale
viouslyto be electromagnetic,
evenif the propagation
characteristicsare such that the electric field is largely

irregularitiesassociatedwith a high-latitudeelectrondensity gradient: Scintillationand EISCAT observations,J.

dominant. However,beforeexploringin details such
Atmos. Terr. Phys., 50, 557, 1988.
directionsof research,onemusttry to find other cases Kim, K. I., and E. J. Powers, Digital bispectral analysis
and to make statistical estimations of all the relevant

wave and plasmaparameters.This supposes
an exten-

and its applicationsto nonlinearwaveinteractions,IEEE.
Trans. Plasma Sci., PS-7(2), 120, 1979.

P.M., and C. E. Seyler,The statusof observasiveinvestigation
of the Aureol-3satellitedata that are Kintner,
tions and theory of high latitude ionospheric
and magthe onlyonesto containsimultaneous
measurements
of
netospheric
plasmaturbulence,
SpaceSci. Res.,•1, 91,
the field and density fluctuations. Such a work is in

1985.

Lagoutte,D., F. Lefeuvre,
andJ. Hanasz,Application
of

progress.
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